Classes FAQ

Frequently Asked Questions Regarding MBA Classes for the College of Business MBA Program
Class Meeting

0 **Accelerated One Year:*** Tuesday through Thursday from 8:00 a.m. to 10:45 a.m.; during one term students also meet Tuesday through Thursday from 11:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m.

0 **Accelerated One Year Online:** Assignments and discussions are completed on your own time.

0 **Part-time on Campus:*** Wednesday evenings 6:00 p.m. to 9:45 p.m. (Part-time students will have one Saturday class during the course of the program, which meets in the morning.)

0 **Part-time Online:** Assignments and discussions are completed on your own time.

*Although the majority of classes are on campus, all concentration courses are taken online.*
Where Do Classes Meet?

On-campus classes meet at Concordia’s River Forest campus, located at 7400 Augusta St., River Forest, IL 60305. The campus is 10 miles west of downtown Chicago.
What is the Format of the Online MBA?

0 We cap our enrollment for online courses to a smaller number of students.
0 Our professors add additional resources (videos, presentation, articles, etc.) to reinforce topics covered in the textbook.
0 The professors participate in group discussions.
0 Our professors are willing and available to speak with students one-on-one to further discuss material or answer questions.
0 Some of our professors also hold optional group conference calls or chat sessions.
Can I Complete my MBA in One Year?

You can complete the MBA in one year or two years, online or on campus.

Our specialized MBA programs can be completed in one year or two years as well.
Our Cohort System

0 To promote interactive relationships, Concordia utilizes the *cohort model*.

0 Cohorts consist of classmates who proceed through the MBA program in the same sequence as a group, either on campus or online.

0 As a member of a cohort, you will quickly discover the benefits of sharing ideas and experiences.

0 Students complete coursework with an enhanced feeling of satisfaction and accomplishment.